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Stress distributions in finite elements are conventionally calcu-
lated from strain components obtained by differentiation of the assumed 
element displacement fields. These stresses are typically significantly 
less accurate than the displacements and also are discontinuous at ele-
ment interfaces. A smoothing technique is available which markedly im-
proves the quality of the calculated stresses while providing a continu-
ous, single-valued stress prediction. The approach, based on the minimum 
potential energy principal, leads to a stress field which is a least 
square error fit to the conventional stress distribution (1). This paper 
reviews the basic theory, illustrates the installation of the method in 
an existing finite element computer code, and demonstrates the accuracy 




The procedure adopted in this paper for the calculation of "consis-
tent stresses" evolves from the minimization of the total potential 
energy of the finite element system (2). In the computations which fol-
low, {cr} and {~} are used to denote the finite element stress and strain 
vectors. The vectors {a} and {E} are used .to represent exact stresses 
and strains, and [D) is used to represent an elasticity matrix. The re-
lationship between the stresses and strains is 
and 
{E} [D]{cr}. 
The total potential energy of the finite element system, denoted by~, 
is equal to the strain energy stored in the system minus the work done 
by the applied loads and reactions. In equation form the total poten-
tial energy is 
SE - W. (1) 
The energy stored in the finite element system in the form of 
strain energy is equal to 
where v represents the volume of the system. The work done by the 
2 
3 
external forces and reactions of the system is equal to 
{R} T . d In this equation represents the vector of appl1ed forces an reac-
tions and {~} is a vector of finite element nodal displacements. Substi-
tuting these values in Equation (1), the total potential energy of the 
system becomes 
(2) 
The finite element system is now subjected to a small arbitrary vir-
tual displacement {d~}. These somewhat arbitrary displacements are con-
tinuous and compatible with {~}. As a result of the imposition of the 
displacement field, an incremental change in the strain field {cr~} re-
sults. 
From the principal of virtual work the imposition of a virtual dis-
placement causes no change in the total potential energy of the system. 
Equating the strain energy stored in the system by the exact stresses to 
the work done by the applied loads and reactions results in 
{R} T { -} du . 
Integrating the above equation leads to 
Substituting this into Equation (2) for the work term, the total poten-
tial energy of the system may be written as 
TI = (3) 
Substituting for{~} in Equation (3), 
1r = f .!. {a}T [DJ {a} dv - J {cr}T [DJ {a} dv. 
v 2 v 







J .!. {a-cr}T [Dl {a} dv- f 2 {cr}T [DJ {a} dv. v 2 v 
J .!_ {a - 0} T [D] { 0} dv - j .!_ {a - 0} T [D] { 0} dv v 2 v 2 
j .!_{a- cr}T [D) {a- a} dv + j .!_{a- cr}T [D) {a} dv 
v 2 v 2 
- f .!. {a} T [DJ {o}. 
v 2 
Expanding the second term 
'IT = J 1- T 1 -T v 2 {o--cr} [D] {a-a} dv + fv 2 {a} [D] {a} dv 
J .!. {cr}T [D) {a} dv - J {cr}T [D] {cr} dv. 
v 2 v 




and the fact that [D] [D), because [D] is a symmetric matrix, Equa-
tion (4) reduces to 
J 1 {- }T {- } j .!_ {r<}T [D) {r<} dv. 'IT = v 2 0- 0 [D) 0 - 0 dv + v 2 v v 
The final integral in this equation, 
J l {0}T [D) {0} dv, v 2 
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is a constant and does not depend on the nodal displacements. Therefore, 
it will be replaced with a constant C and the total potential energy of 
the system can be written as 
TI = fv ~ { G - 0} T [D) { cr - 0} dv + C. 
For a constant [D) matrix, an equivalent functional is 
(5) 
The integral in Equation (5) is the total squared error in the stress 
field. Subsequent computations approximate {0} to minimize this func-
tional. Equation (5) is expanded: 




+ J {0} {0} dv]. 
v 
( 6) 
A computationally efficient procedure for establishing {0} is to assume 
a piecewise continuous field, interpolated element by element from as 
yet unknown nodal stresses. Thus for each element: 
where {NL} represents a set of interpolation functions and [0L] repre-
sents the consistent nodal stresses. The [0 ] are then computed to 
L 




Equation (7) is introduced into Equation (8) and the indicated operations 
performed, giving, for one element, 
£! v 
T 
{N } {N }dv] [o ] 
L L L 
Representing ~1is equation symbolically, 
To solve for the complete set of consistent stresses the above matrices, 
[C] and [P), will be evaluated for each finite element. The results of 
these evaluations are then assembled into an overall "force matrix" for 
the [P] matrices and an overall "smoothing matrix" for the [C] matrices. 
From these assembled matrices the consistent stresses are solved for by 
Gaussian elimination or inversion if the system allows. 
The following portion of this paper will apply this stress averag-
ing procedure to an already existing finite element program and present 




The finite element program to which this stress averaging scheme is 
applied operates with triangular elements of a constant thickness. Each 
triangular element connects three external nodes at the triangle ver-
tices and has no interior nodes. The degrees of freedom possessed by 
each node are five, which include u, v, w, 8x, and 8y. From the fifteen 
degrees of freedom per element, three membrane stress resultants and 
three bending stress resultants are calculated at each node. The output 
from the program consists of nodal deformations, and node candidate 
stresses from each element connected to a node. The candidate stresses 
are the "conventional" stress \-lhich will be used in determining the "con-
sistent" stresses. 
Sign Convention 
The six stress candidates computed by the finite element program in-
clude NX, NY, NXY, MX, !-1Y, and MXY. 'I'he first three of these NX, NY, and 
NXY are membrane stress resultants and the last three HX, HY, and MXY are 
bending stress resultants. 
A positive sign convention for the membrane stress results is shown 
in Figure 1. In Figure 2 the right-hand rule of thumb is used with the 


























The "conventional" nodal stress resultants calculated for each ele-
rnent, by the finite element program, are initially referenced to the 
elemental local systems. For the purpose of calculating stress averages, 
all of these stress resultants must be referenced to a single coordinate 
system. As a matter of convenience, the global X and Y coordinate system 
is selected. To perform the transformation from the local to global sys-
tern, the standard Mohr circle rotation is used. This rotation in matrix 
form is 
[
o' T'] [ cose + 
T~ a~ -sin€ 
sine] [ox . 
cose l 
xy 
xy 1 T l ~ cose - sine] 
cry J _+sinO cosO 
The angle represented by e is the angle between the local and global X 
axis. 
Approximation Functions 
The paper by J. T. Oden and H. J. Brauchli (2) indicates the choice 
of interpolation functions {N } has some influence on the resulting con-
L 
sistent stresses. A convenient and also the most accurate choice of 
interpolation function is the same set of {N } used in the original 
L 
stiffness matrix formulation (3). In this work the triangular elements 
used display linearly distributed membrane displacements and cubic bend-
ing displacements. The linear displacement functions are used in all 




N. XI X X X 1 J K 
N. YI y y y J J K 
NK 1 1 1 1 
In this expression XI, XJ, and XK refer to the X coordinates of the ver-
tices of the triangle, and Y1 , YJ, and YK refer to theY coordinates of 
the vertices of the triangle. 
Global Matrix Formulation 
The global "smoothing" matrix is an assembled matrix using the local 
[C) matrices. The size of this global matrix is G x G, where G is the 
total number of nodes in the system. To form each of the local [C) ma-
trices, the following equation is evaluated. 
The integration of this expression results in a 3 x 3 matrix which must be 
placed into the global smoothing matrix. The position in the global ma-
trix to which each entry in the [C] matrix must be added can be found by 
referring to the matrix below. 
I J K 
I cl c2 c3 
[C) J c4 cs c6 
K c7 cs cg 
(The superscripts outside the matrix I, J, and K refer to the vertices of 
the triangle over which the intergral has been evaluated.) From this 
representation the position in tl1e global matrix to which c 1 must be 
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added is row I, column I. The position to which c2 must be added is 
row I, column J. The position to which c3 must be added is row I, 
column K. The rest of the entries in the [C] matrix are placed correct-
ly in the global smoothing matrix by adding them to the rows and columns 
indicated by the I, J, and K's given outside of the matrix above. 
The global force matrix is an assemblage of the local [P] matrices. 
The size of this global matrix is G x 6, where G again is the number of 
nodes in the system. The formulation of the local [P] matrices comes 
from evaluating the expression 
The size of each of the local [P] matrices is 3 x 6. The position 
in the global force matrix to which each column of the local matrix 
must be added is evident from the matrix below. 
I Al A2 A3 A4 As A6 
[P] J Bl B2 B B4 Bs B6 3 
K El E E3 E4 Es E6 2 
Row 1 of the [P) matrix must be added to row I of the global "force rna-
trix." Row 2 of the [P] matrix must be added to row J of the global 




A few example problems will now be presented. The first of these 
examples will be a hand-calculated problem to show how the above proced-
ure is applied. The rest of the examples presented will be solved by 
computer analysis using the same procedure outlined in the hand-calculated 
example. 
Example Problem No. l 
A square plate of unit thickness with built-in edges has been dis-
cretized into a crude finite element system as shown in Figure 3. The 
plate is loaded at the center with a 400 kip concentrated load directed 
downward. Using the symmetry aspect of the plate and loading, only one-
quarter of the system will be considered in the analysis presented. As 
a matter of convenience, the lower left-hand quarter has been selected. 
The quarter of the plate being analyzed will be numbered for refer-





















Figure 4. Quarter Symmetry Section 




Global Joint Coordinates 
Joint X y 
1 0 0 
2 5 0 
3 5 5 
4 0 5 
The global smoothing matrix for the finite element system will be 
assembled first. This assemblage requires the evaluation of the local 
[C] matrix for each element. To evaluate these matrices the local 
approximation functions, {NL}, must first be obtained. These approxima-
tion functions will be references to a local system parallel to the glo-
bal _system with its origin at the element centroid. 




(XI + X + X )/2 
J K 
(0 + 5 + 0)/3 5/3 
(0 + 0 + 5) /3 5/3 
The local coordinates of triangle incidences are found using 
and y 
L 
where L refers to the local system, G refers to the global system, and C 
refers to the element centroid. 
For element No. 1: 
0- 5/3 = -5/3 5- 5/3 = 10/3 0- 5/3 = -5/3 
0 = 5/3 = -5/3 0- 5/3 = -5/3 5- 5/3 = -10/3 
The local smoothing functions for element No. 1 are: 
15 
-1 
Nl -5/3 10/3 -5/3 X 
N2 -5/3 -5/3 10/3 y 
N3 1 1 1 1 
or 
N1 = -0.2x 0.2y + 1/3 
N2 0.2x + ¢y + 1/3 
N3 ¢x + 0.2y + 1/3 
The local [C] matrix may now be found by 
[C] 
or 
Using the integrals given in Appendix A, the [C] matrix for element 











Performing the same calculations for element No. 2: 
Centroid 
X (5 + 5 + 0)/3 10/3 
-








~X - 0.2y + l/3 
N3 0.2x + 0.2y + l/3 







[C] matrix for element No. 2 is: 
[2.0832 l. 0420 1. 0420] 
[C2] = l. 0420 2.0832 l. 0420 





Assembling these local [C) matrices results in the global smoothing 
matrix. 
2.0832 l. 0420 0 1. 0420 l 
1.0420 4.1664 l. 0420 2.0832 
[C] 
0 1.0420 2.0832 1. 0420 1 
1.0420 2.0832 1.0420 4.1664J 
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The global "force" matrix for the system will now be assembled. To 
obtain this matrix, the conventional stress candidates are used. From 
previous analysis the conventional stress resultants in the local system 
are: 
17 
Element_ Node NX NY NXY MX MY MXY 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 -54.91 -31.40 -23.51 
3 0 0 0 64.73 64.73 23.51 
4 0 0 0 -31.40 -54.91 -23.51 
Rotating the stresses for element 2 from the local to the global system 
using the stress transformations indicated previously results in: 
Element Node NX NY NXY MX MY MXY 
2 2 0 0 0 -31.40 64.73 54.91 
3 0 0 0 -54.91 64.73 31.40 
4 0 0 0 23.51 -23.51 23.51 
To obtain the local [P] matrices, the integral 
T 
f)NL} {o} dv 
is evaluates. For element No. 1 
{cr} = { o} 
and therefore, 
[P 1] { o}. 





{cr} = Nl M + N M + N Mx4 x2 2 x3 3 
Nl My2 + N2 My3 + N3 My4 
N M + 




Separating {cr}T into two vectors, 
{a} 1 = {o 0 O} 
Mx2 My2 :xy2l 




Evaluating the [P) matrix for element No. 2, the first three columns of 
[P2 ] are 




f {N }T{N } [M] dv. 
v L L 
Observing that [M] is a constant, it will be removed from the integral, 
resulting in 
[J { N } T { N } dv [M] 
v L L 
The integral in this equation is the same integral that has been evalu-
ated for the local [C] matrix of element No. 2. Therefore, the last 












Assembling the [P] matrices from elements 1 and 2 results in the follow-
ing "force" matrix: 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
[P]T 0 0 0 0 
0 -55.18 44.92 -79.66 
0 -79.66 44.92 -55.18 
0 48.98 0.017 48.98 
Solving the general equation, 
[C] [S] [P] 
for [S], where [S] is the matrix of consistent stresses, results in 
0 0 0 0 
l 0 0 0 0 [S]T 0 0 0 0 I 
21.60 -15.71 43.15 -27.461 
21.60 -27.46 43.15 -15.71 i 
i 
-11.76 11.76 -11.76 11.76 ; -
In this matrix column 1 entries are the consistent stresses at node 1, 
column 2 entries are the consistent stresses at node 2, and the final 
two columns are the consistent stresses at nodes 3 and 4. The stresses 
are arranged in each column in the following order: N,N,N ,t1, 
X y xy X 
M , and H 
y xy 
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Example Problem No. 2 
Bending Stress Example 
A square plate l inch thick and 60 inches along a side is subjected 
to a concentrated load of 100 kips at its center. The plate is clamped 
along all four edges and restrained against in-plane deformations at 
each of the interior nodes. The elastic modulus is 29 x 106 psi and the 
. 2 6 . shear modulus 1s 11. x 10 ps1. 
For this system the finite element discretization and numbering se-
quence is shown in Figure 5 by the computer plot. The system data and 
computer solution appear in the tabulated data in Appendix B. 
A plot of the bending stress resultant H versus position along the 
X 
horizontal centerline is shown in Figure 6. This plot shows the range 
of the conventional stress candidates and the consistent stress resul-
tants for nodes 4, 11, 18, and 25. At the left face of the plate the 
consistent stress resultant is 12840 in.-lb/in. and the conventional 
stress resultant is 13570 in.-lb/in. Comparing these values to the 
exact solution, given by Timoshenko (4), of 12570 in.-lb/in. the consis-
tent stress resultant compares within 2 percent of the exact value while 
the conventional stress resultant is in error by more than 7 percent. 
Example Problem No. 3 
Plane Stress Example 
The final example treated is the cantilever wedge under uniform 
loading, shown in Figure 7 below. Due to a limitation of the computer 
program, an in-plane uniform load cannot be applied. Instead, 
~ r{' I ~I 1'28 Ji]!i A 1 1'2 A119 
IG ){J 'i~il ~7 A:J'I Yil :A'IB 
iii '!<! 2 "Ill 9 '1'26 :;f:JJ :...!'iil )' 17 
)111 "):118 *!i kJ2 pjg 1'16 
r-J ;fT B :)17 ;M'I 'iQ I \lvB 'i'IS:: 
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Figure 6. Comparison of Consistent Stresses 
to Conventional Stresses Along 




Figure 7. Triangular Plate System 
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concentrated loads have been applied to the nodes along the top surface 
to simulate the uniform loading. 
For this structure the finite element discretization and numbering 
sequency is shown in Figure 8. The mesh used in this example displays 
an added advantage that each vertical line divides the original plate 
into a substructure shaped exactly like the total structure, allowing 
accuracy comparison with grid refinement to be established with a single 
analysis. 
The theoretical solution (5) imposes no boundary conditions while 
the present analysis treats the supported edge as rigidly built-in. This 
support restraint causes considerable discrepancy in the stresses calcu-
lated near the end, but the influence dissipates as expected at some dis-
tance away. 
In the discussion which follows section A will refer to the vertical 
plane which intersects node 58. Section B refers to the vertical plane 
which intersects node 70. Section C refers to the vertical plane inter-
secting node 81. 
Figure 9 shows the variation of the consistent normal stresses 
across sections A, B, and C, compared with the classical solution, while 
the same comparisons are made in Figure 10 for the shear stresses. These 
plots show all three cross sections to be in good agreement with the 
exact solutions. 
Figure 11 shows the variation of the conventional normal stresses 
from the consistent normal stresses along section A. These conventional 
stresses display a considerable range, of approximately 800 psi, at many 
points. This large variation at some points along the cross section 
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A plot of the same variation for the shear stresses appears in 
Figure 12. As in the plot for the normal stresses there exist some vari-
ations in the conventional values. These variations though are much 
larger than the variations of the normal stresses, exhibiting differ-
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!x dxdy y dxdy 0 
1 X, yi J. 
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12 J. J xk 
2 /::,. 2 2 2 
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12 
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~~1 ~ 0 .-_:-ll ~~ ·=" 
(: (1 j(i(: 
~j • ~j .~- •:i ~~1 
<) O•J·c.•iJ 
o. c.:1cc1 
L=1 ~ C .:: r~l ~~1 
~=i ~ ~_1:=i~i(l 
~=~. 0 ~~-a=1~.~ 
(i" 1~i ~1 i:..~ ~­
c . ~~1 ~~· !~~ (1 
0 . (~ ~=1 ·.·.f .. ~1 
C1 ~ 0 ::~ ·--: ,:; 
o.c1 o~~(: 
~~i • c l::, ·:1 ~-: 
;:;) . ~)·~~~~·c 




0" ~~I •=j 
~:~ . ==' ·:1 
~~ , L~1 ~:1 
·•:'. (;;:: 
0. '~li_; 
~=1. (- -=1 
(!, ~j ~.· 
35 
DATA ECHO PAGE II 
.-. .::. 
EXAMPLE P?OBLEH # 2 
SOUARf PL'iTE ••• "-'E:tHIItlG :;:.n::E·:s E~:A~1PLE 
JOitlT -:..·:- -'/-
4'3 60.0000 60.0000 



























































































































13 1 :::o. 0 
::: 1:::o.o 
·3 1 ::~o. o 
10 t::::o.o 
12 0.0 




1::: 0. 0 
1 ::: 1 :::o. 0 
1'3 1:::0.~1 
20 1:::o.o 
15 u::o. c 





2:::: 0. 0 
24 O.Cl 
2::~ 0. ~=~ 
25 0.0 
27 0.0 
;C:3 (1. 0 
24 (1.0 
25 0 .. 0 
25 o.o 
26 0. ~1 
27 0.0 
2'j o. 0 
·:::o o. o 
31 o. 0 
::::·::: 0. ~=1 
~:4 (1.0 
E:E fA 














































<----JOINT SUPPORT DATA---->>> 
-:- F:EL P.i...FA 





0 • 0 1 I 0 
0. 0 1. •) 












2. ·?~:1[: -'-0:' 
2. ·:<>.'[ .,_~:.;;' 
2. ·~~=~f.: t-07' 
2.·?CiE,~J7 
2. ·j~=1[ +07 
2. ·~i_::E +l)-;' 
2. ·:·~)E + 07 
2. s~~1E +~:17 
2.}CE:r07 
2. ·?~iE +07" 
2.·:iJ(:-t0;' 
::::. ·:o;c'E +07 
2. ·?~~1E+07 
2. '30E t-07 
0.0 :.u 2.90~ 4 07 
0.0 1.0 2.92E~07 
0.0 1.0 2.?JE+07 
0.0 1.0 2.9GE~07 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+O? 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+07 
0.0 1.0 2.92E 4 07 
0.0 1.0 2.90E~07 
0.0 1.0 2.9CE•07 
0.0 1.0 2.9JE•07 
0.0 1.0 2.90~+87 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+07 
0.0 1.8 2.9JE+O~ 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+07 
0. 0 1. >:1 2. :n:'t+(17 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+O-:" 
0.0 1.0 2.q0E+07 
0.0 1.0 2.90Ei87 
o.o 1.0 2.90["87 
0.0 1.0 2.90E-O-:" 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+J7 
o.o t.o 2.9oE~o? 
0.0 1.0 2.qOE•07 
o.o 1.0 2.90~+07 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+07 
0.0 1.0 2.90E+07 
0.0 1.0 2.9JE•07 
0.0 1.0 2.90E•07 
o.o 1.0 2.90E•n7 
0.0 1.0 2.a0E+07 






























1.12E ... O-:" 






























































10 .. :1 








1 e . ~~1 
1 -~1. u 
1 (1. (1 
i:1. ~) 








1 ~J. c 






1 c1. c1 
o. (1 
o. ~1 
1 0, ~.:.1 
i ~). 0 
1 '). '=' 









J •. ~=1 
~). 0 
0 ~ ~-




1 e. ~-~! 
E'·'-' 
E . .:·. 
1 r;. ,-, 
1'.',. ~.1 
1 c. ·~.\ 
l ~:~ . ! ; 
1 0 ~ ~ 
1 [1 • ·~· 
!O~U 
10.U 
1 0 , ~~! 
10. j.' 
~- 0. ~--: 
l (1. : .. 
1 ::1 • ~~i 
1 (1 • r~! 
1 C; •. 
10.! 
10 ~ r_ 
!. C' • '-. 
1 ('. ~. 
1<:•.1. 
1 ': . 
10.: 
1 ~--i - }~: 
ll_•. ,:, 
~ •.••• I 
l (1. :.·· 
l 0. T 
1 ('. !-





E::<fittF'L ':: F'r:r}El E~1 # 2 
SOL!HF:E FU"JTE ••• E:EtJDHIG :;;n:r;·; E::At·lF'LE 
FitliTE ELEr1Etn I:FITA .. Ut!IE. :tlCHE':O: 
ELH1 J K 
48 27 . .., -~ -:.•"T ::::s 
4'0< 2'j 36 ::::o 
50 ;o . -,-., ~ .. :.0( . .)J. 
51 1 ·"":··=- 32 ·- ._ . ._, 
1:" .-. .... ~ 40 :::::3 32 
53 4 1 3-~ ·:o·:r ~·-.J 
54 42 . -.c- 34 .. ).,) 
55 ::·7 :;:o ::::t. 
56 .- ,-, 31 . -,.., -.:.t:• -.:•1 
57 -~ 9 :~:2 :3::: 
58 :· ·::;·3 4(1 
59 ·: ·:· ·-· ·-· 40 41 
60 ~ .. 4 1 42 . .:~ 
61 .,: t· 4 :· ·-· ::::7 
62 ·::.~ 44 .38 
63 ·: ·:. -··-· 45 :39 
64 47 40 39 
65 4 ·:> ·-· 41 40 
66 49 42 4 1 
67 44 ·:·""' 4~' ·-'I .,) 
6'' _o 45 :;:::: 44 
69 46 39 45 
70 :;·9 46 47 
71 40 47 4'::0 ._.
72 41 4::: 4'"' 
LOAD I t:c; U~II T:::: 
LOAir:::. ItlCHE 
TEt·1F'EF riTUF:E. FRHF:E 
SETTLE t·1EtH. I tlCHE 
LOAll COtHriTIOrl 1 
JT&~BF LOA DIM 
SETTLErJEtH 
L I:::T 5 







1 :::o. 0 
1 :::o . 0 
1 :::o. 0 
1:0:0. 1) 







1 :::o. 0 
1 ::::o. 0 
1 :::o. 0 
1 :::o. 0 







0. 0 0 
0. 0 .) . 
0. (1 o. 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 o. 
0. l1 o. 




0 0 o. 
o. 0 o. 
0. ::r o. 
0. 0 o. 
0. 0 o. 
0. 0 o. 
0. ~) o. 
0. 0 o. 
0. 0 I). 
0. (1 o. 
0. 0 o. 
0. 0 o. 
o. 0 o. 
0. 0 o. 
o. 0 (1. 
0. 0 o. 
o. 0 Ct. 
F'OUtJD::: 

































I Cf' E G 
1 0 - '3C1 ~ --t·07 1 1:CE+07 ~· 
1 0 .-. ·:..:r~1C +'~17 ! ! ~::E -rC17 
1 0 - '? ~~1 F ·:· ~:, ~--- 1 1 ?E+l17 ~· 
1 .:r :· ·::o~)E ·-~:1 ~~ 1 1:~E+07 
1 0 2. ·::~CiF·.-·~:,7 1 l 2E+07 
1 0 ·:· 9u= +~~~: . 12~ +(17 . 
1 0 2. ·?~_1 ;: -rCi7 1 1 2~-+ 07 . 
1 0 .-. 9~~l: +07 1 1 ~:E-.,..07 
1 (1 :· ·:.i !:1 ~-: -j· 0 7 1 1 ~::E+O? 
1 0 2 ·j(1E r ~~1 ~ 1 1 ~-E +0? 
1 (t ·:· '3·~1E ~-07 i l :·F:+D7 
1 0 2. '3C~E+e? 1 LE-+ 0(' 
1 0 2. '3L=·~E ;· ~1 ( 1 1 ...:::. -; 0? 
1 0 
-, 9~)c:: ,-o? 1 1 :.H ,-,-:o 
~· 
~-· I 
1 0 ..:. 9~J::-.-c7 1 1 ~-~-4-07 
1 0 
- '? ~=; ~~ -:- 0 i 1 1 - Ei (17 '- ,-
1 0 . -, ·~~~:1::. +n? 1 1 ~E+07 ~. 
1 0 2. ·~j~ +07 1 1 :::E+O? 
1 (1 
.-, 90E~-o? 1 12.t+07 "-
1 1.) ·:· 9(1~.-hJ? 1 LE' 07 
1 •:1 2. 90~+07 1 1 2[1 0? 
1 0 2. 90[-~ -r07 1 12E+O? 
1 0 2 ·3~)E -~:1? : 12t::+O~' 
1 0 2. 90E+~17 1 12E+07 
1 0 2. 9~:1[: +07 1 12E+07 
F•7 '- t-1:,: 
DZ (1 ;:..; 




~ '.-. -...··;: ,·\ ;. 
1 o. 0 1 (1. 0 1 [1, 0 
1 0. 0 0. 0 1 o. -,_, 
10 0 o. 0 1 ~J • c-
10. 0 ~'1 
-, 1 0 ;j ,_ 
10. C1 l 0. ,) 10. n 
1 0 .. 0 1 o. 0 1 ~~i u 
10. 0 1 C1. 
,-_ t=l. 1) •.:.! -
10. >:1 0 0 l C1 • lj 
10. 0 o. 0 10 • ,-, 
1 0. 0 ~=1 .. :1 1(1, 0 
1 .-, (1 1 .. _,. •.:: ,Z1 1 ~3 1) 
1 0. 0 1 D. ~) :Ct. ~7t 
10. 0 1(~. ~j 10 • • :1 
1 o. 0 C1. (1 1 ~~~ Lj 
1 o. 0 o. 0 10. (! 
1 0. 0 o. 0 ' D 0 " 
1 o. 0 10. 0 1 (1 • 0 
10. 0 10. D 11~ J. ~·. 0 
1 0 0 1 o. 0 1 u. 0 
10. 0 0. 0 1 (i. 0 
10. 0 (1 c-~ 10. fj 
10. 0 0. 0 10. ('' 
10 0 1 Ct. 0 1 ~1. u 
1 o. 0 1 o. .-, ~.:.· 10. ~) 
10. 0 1 Ct. ~~ 10. (I 
t·1\' t·1Z 
(1',' DZ 
0. OO>:t Ct. O>:::Ct 
38 
OUTPUT PAGE # 
EXRMPLE PROBLEM # 2 
Sf!UFlF::: PltiTE BEtUiltjG ·::n;r:.::. E':fit1PLE 
DEF Ot::T RT I OtJ::; Utl I r::.: itjCHE::; DEtJrt: 3 
JOI~H LC D~,· :CtY ItZ o:< 0\' o: 
o. (1(1(1(1 0. (1 ;"}(1 >) o. 0000 (1 OC100C1 0 000(1(1 (j. 00 ~=~co 
·") 
'- o. 0000 0. 00•)•) (1, o~:;oo 0~ ooc,ou 0. 00000 o. o:3._ic'o 
. .., 
·-· 0 • 0000 0. 0000 0. (10(1 0 (1 OOOC10 o. 00000 o. 
0 (10 ~3 ~~1 
4 o. 0000 e. 0000 (1, 0000 0. 0000<3 0. 0•)(1(10 e. OOO<c't1 
5 (1, 0000 o. 0000 0. 0000 (1, •CJOCCC• o. 00':10(1 0. OOCCJ;) 
6 o. 0000 o. 0•)00 (1, (l(i(l(J 0. ,~100CC1 (1 (1>)000 o. ~j(1(_1;~i0 
7 0. 00(1(1 0 .·•)00') (1, (1(1(1;) 0 .. • :1•:•ooo 0. 00(100 0. t:10COC 
::: 0. 0000 o. ;~>:JOCt o. (1 ;) ;;j 0 e. OOO;ciO o. 00000 o. D000(1 
'3 o. (1000 (1, 0000 o. (1468 0. 460:'? -0. 46027 c. 00(1(1(1 
Hi 0. 0000 o. 0000 0. 1 3'') ::: o. 54226 - 1 260Ci7 0, 00000 
1 1 o. (1000 o. 0000 0. 1:::75 (1. O(I;)OO -1 75':.•05 0. ~:;UOOO 
12 0. (1(1(1(1 0. (1>30•3 0. 139::: - 0. 542~::.:: -1 26007 o. OCC100 
13 0. 0000 (1. oeoo 0. (1468 -0. 46027' -0. 4t~027 0 uooe~) 
14 o. (1000 o. 00(1~] (1. 0000 o. 00000 0. OOOO•ci ~~~ OC100t:' 
15 o. 0000 0. ~:"'oeo o. 0000 l:f. 00000 o. 000(10 0 00 C1 ~=; C1 
16 o. 0000 o. 0(100 0. 13''!::: 1 26C107 -0. 54226 o. (1(i00D 
17 (1. 0000 (1. 0000 0. :::9·:~5 1 :::5277 -1 ~:527'7 0. 
o;::,c,0o 
F' '-' ~). 0000 (1. ooqo l). 5472 ;) . 00000 -2. 1 5:::1 1 o. 00000 
19 0. (1(1(H) (1. 0000 0. 3'395 -1 352?'7' - 1 
,-, t::' ,-, -, -, 
.:.•·-•C4 ( I (1, C~li>)OO 
20 0. 0000 o. 0000 0. 139::: -1 26()0-;-' -·0. 54226 o. ~-~~ l:1 ~jOO 
21 o. (1000 0. 0000 (1. (1000 o. 00000 0. 000•:10 (~ ~)COOO 
22 0. 0000 o. 0000 0. 0000 0. •:•0000 o. 00000 o. (1 .~~~ c1 o o 
2~: 0. (1(10(1 o. 0000 0. 1 :::75 1 75305 0. 00000 0. (1('~~100 
24 (1, 0000 (1, (1(100 0. 5472 2. 15:::1 1 0. 00000 (1 >?OC•O( " 
25 (1. 0000 0. (1>)(10 ~;-,. 782::: o. 0>?.000 o. (1(1000 0. c•:;O•)O 
26 (1, 0000 0. 0000 0. 5472 - 2. 15::: 1 1 0. 00000 o. >c)'=ccoo 
39 
OUTFU1 PRGE # 5 
E>:AtiPL E F'F'OE:lEif II 2 
SOUAf;:E. PLATE E:EtHIItlG :;::n:T:.~: E::At·1F LE 
DEFO~YRT I OtlS UtHT:::: I tlCHE:3 DEGFE:E:3 
JOitH LC DX D\' DZ o:.; 02 
27 0. 0000 o. c~oc·o (1. 1:3~5 0.00000 
-":•C• 
'- ·-· 0. 0000 0. 0000 o. 0000 0.00000 
2'3 o. (1(.1(H) (1. ,)000 (1. 000(1 
:::o 0. (1(1(1(1 (1. 0000 0. 1 ::: ·?::: 1.26007 0.54226 
:::: 1 o. 0000 (1. 0000 0. 2995 1. :35277 1.352?? 0.0(1000 
·-;.··::. .... ..... o. 0000 o . ~=~ooo 0. 5472 -0.00000 2.15:::11 
..... -. 0. 0000 (1 • OOC10 0. 3'3'?.15 ..:•-.:· 
~ .-,c·-,·-,~ 
- j • .. )._1.::_ I )' 1. :~:5277 
:::4 0. (1(1(1(1 o . 0000 0. 1 ::::·?::: 0.54226 
...,.,. 
-=-·-' (1,(1000 o. 0000 0. OOlH) 0.00000 0.00000 
:36 (1, 0000 (1, 0000 o. 0>)00 o. (1(100(1 0.00000 
... ..., 0. (1(1(10 (1 • 0000 0. 046::: • ;o( o. 460;:::? 0.46027 
:38 0. (1(1(1(1 0. O:C:100 ~). 139::: 0.54226 
39 1 o. (1(1(1(1 o. 0000 0. 1:375 -0.00000 
40 o. (1 (1 (1(1 o. 0000 0. 1 :~:9::: 1.26007 
41 (1, (H)(1(1 o. 0000 (1. >:146::: -0.46027 0.46027 
42 0. 0000 o. 0000 (1, (1000 0. CnJOOO 
43 o. (1(1(1(1 (1. 0000 0. 0000 0.00000 
44 0. 0000 o. (1(•00 (1 •. 0000 (1, 00000 
45 0. 0(1(1(1 o. 0000 0. 0000 0,00000 0.00000 
46 0. 0000 o. OOOD 0. 0000 
47 (1, (1(100 0. ODOO 0. 0000 0.00000 
48 (1, (1(1(H) o. •:,ooo 1), 0000 o. 00001.3 
4'01 0. 00l10 0. 000(1 0. 0000 0.00000 
F'OUt1ItS 
ELEtl# LC# JtH tl tlY tl '/ 
1 1 9 (1. 0 ~=j o. 000 o. e 0 
•") [1. 00 o. 000 o. (* 0 -<-. 3 
.... t·1 \ I 
n C" 0 - - 1 0 ·-' .::: 
Cl c 1 ": 4 _, 




EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2 
SQU8RE PLATE ••• BENDING STRESS EXAMPLE 
























































































































0. 0 •=1 
0.0 0 
0.0 0 
(1 • r_; I) 
0.0 0 
(!, (1 (I 
0.0 0 
0. 0 t) 
IJ:·:·,· 
0 • 0 0 C1 1 0 '? • ..t (1 
0.000 4 .07 
.-. 
·-' 
PAGE # 6 
t·1'r' t1 :: '( 
0. 7'?':! --:::: ..) • ':· +0 
8.6:~:0 ~8J2 
:3. 640 . :::•)2 
0.000 1652.650 -2790.270 -1263.960 
0 . 0 0 (1 L: 5? 0 . 2 0 0 4 0 7 1 . 1 4 0 . 1 2 6 3 . ::, i:: •=1 
0.000 9958.940 2987.730 -1263.960 
0.000 13570.200 4071.140 -1263.960 
O.OOJ 1652.650 -2790.270 1263 960 
0.080 9958.940 2987.730 1263.960 
0.800 10595.400 3178.680 -229.802 
0.008 888.403 -330.799 3748.530 
0.000 4912.070 1473.640 229.802 
0.000 3188.170 956.471 500.5 4 
0.000 1507.560 1753.770 2486.1 0 
0.000 351.60~ 105.482 -500.5 4 
0.000 105.482 351.604 50 .~ 4 
0.000 956.47: 3188.170 -5C .~ ~ 
o.ooo 1753.770 1507.560 -24? .1 0 
o.oeo 
0.000 
0.000 2617. 60 
75'~. 650 -90 
15:34. ?'30 -20;:. 
329. 19::, -::::HI 
0.000 10858. (18 4055.820 -73 . 1 5 
0.000 349. 41 -2127.470 -278 .5 Q 
0.000 3242. ~0 -1369.230 -45 . ~ 4 
0.000 349. 41 -2127.470 278 .5 0 
0.800 10858. ~0 4055.820 72 .1 3 
o. o~:~>C~ ::<='42. +u -1 :::;;·::•. 230 45 . 2 -
0. 00~) 145~.:.. 
o. •:1>:.10 ~: 12·::<. 
0. (H3C1 2<.:.1 i'. 
o.e o 95t:. 
o.u (1 105. 
0.0 0 1753. 
(1.(1 0 ;: 9. 
(1. 0 0 '"' 4. 
o. 0 0 7 9. 
o.oo-:; 
o. 0 (1 :~: 
(1,(1 •j (1 
(• 15:::4. 7'30 
c 759.650 
D J2'3. 1 '3C: 
::::1::::::. 170 
.: 351.604 
0 1 ~507. 560 
20::: . ;,; 0 
·~ 0 ~ ~:_1 6 
·::; 10 , 2 0 




60 -3E1 . ,, 0 
1 0 - 2 0 ::=: • t• 0 
10 -'?0 ~c, f 
- 60 0 -
1 ·:· ·-· 0 - -+ (1 ..; 
40 
OUTPU1 
E~<AHf''LE PF')8LEt1 II 2 









































































































































0. ('00 :::91 




-11 6. ::::::o -161. ::. 
0.000 3916.850 -1166.880 161.007 
o . (i o o -:::: ~) 1 1 • 7 so --7 o :~: s . 7 ·3 ~) - 1 6 1 • e Ci ~" 
0.000 4412.920 -908.524 3076.870 
0.000 5319.960 1139.960 41.780 
0.000 -5578.530 -4t07.680 3 17.580 
0.008 3025.S40 2055.480 3 48.130 
0.000 1584.790 1456.910 ~ 84.~70 
0.000 32~.199 2617.760 3 0~.240 
o.ooo 759.643 3129.110 02.026 
0.800 !473.640 4912.070 9.902 
0.000 3178.680 10S95.400 9.802 
0.000 -330.797 888.405 -3 8.540 
0.000 2055.480 3(125.940 -~ 8.130 
0.000 1139.968 5319.950 _, 1.80J 
0.000 -4607.£80 -5578.580 _, ?.580 
6. '35C1 3~:0. 172 (1. CiOO 5•c1 
o. 000 -:,~3 
(1, 000 -
4.350 -2927.910 -2 
3.520-12323.200 -2 
0.080 -50 4.350 -2927.910 
2 
0.000 11 9.960 5319.950 
0.000 20 5.480 3025.940 ~ 




31 8.6 0 10595.400 
:4 3.6 0 4912.070 
:::::::::. 405 
0.000 -1~ 9.2 0 3242.640 
0.000 -21 7.4 0 349.542 
(1.000 4A 5.8 Q 10858.500 
0.000-123 3.2 0 -
0. OUC1 ··.:':'::< .., ·c 0 -50 
(1.000 3 0.1 9 50 
0.000-2 5 .o -21 
0.000- .1 -11 
0.000- 0 .1 -1 





• ":~40 -4 
4. ~::70 
4. ':: ~~: ~_1 
" 1 :.::o 
• 5;::c1 
- ,-, -, 
,-, '-· :::.. 
' 1 
-' . '-' 
41 
OUH'I.I1 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 2 
SOUiif;:E PLATE ••• BE~lDHlG ::.T"'E-:;·;:; E>:At·!PLE 
ELEt·1Et" T tWDE ::;TPES:::ES, U~l ITS= I tiCHES 
ELEt·ill LC# JHI 





















































































































0. 0 ~) 
F'OUtJ .D::O; 
tl:<Y 
(1. (100 -~ 
o. ~=!o~=~-.:.:: 
o. ec1~) -1 
• 1 -11 
• t- -21 
. 1 -1 
PAGE # 8 
w.· 
"3 I ·:::~)0 4 
0. :::uo - '"t 
t.. 540 ~+ ... 
o. 000 -29 7. 1(1 -~:,,)'?4. ::::.~] 26':!4. :::70 
0.080-123 3. 00 -7723.530 25?0.990 
0.000 3 0. G~ 5076.950 '2S-4.500 
0.000 
0. o::.:o 
o. o~=~l:t :::·:~ 
0. 000 .q 
0. 000 ·-2~' 
0. (1(10 -9 




~). •)C0-21 ::: 
0.000-117 
0. 000 -1 ;."' 
0. 0>30-2' ,:: 
O.OCH] -11 
0. OUC' -·4 
o.ooo -;"j 
o.oeo -to 
o. 000 ::::·::< 
0. c)(1>) -27 
0. •?0 40 
o. 00 ~·~ 
0. DCi -27 
0. >'cr• --11 
0 . C1 ~~l - ·-=; 
0. C10 -·70 
0. (10-11., 
0. C(l -~~· 







70 349.542 2784.5q0 
30 3242.640 453.2S2 
20 10858.500 734.133 
3C 9958.940 -1?63.9~0 
50 13570.200 12~3.960 
7(1 1652.650 -1263.960 
25 4412.320 -20?6.8~0 
80 3916.850 -161.832 
30 -3011.740 161.038 
3J -1069.130 -4576.830 
00 -5758.180 -648.~?3 
U0-2252:3.600 648.q:'<3 
G -5758.180 642.955 
0 -106Q.130 ~5?5.~00 
·~:·? 1t.). :::so 
4412. '?2>J 
.:1 ·<:~) 11. 7~·=' 
,. __ , 
1t.1 : c'::: 
~:o ?s ~ :-::; ~~t 
-161 . oo-::: 
8 1357 .280 -1~63 9b0 
~ 995 .Q4U 1263.q~0 
"' 1 6 5 • 6 ::: u 1 .::. t: : . ·:,: 6 u 
8 1357 .200 -1262 ~60 
G 995 .948 1263.96~ 
lt 165 . 650 12S:~. ~ ·~C:C1 
:::: '? 1 . ::: 0 ,_: 1 . l-1 ' 
4 4 1 . ·:! (' ·-:: -;-' f ~ ~· ~=t 












EXAMPLE PROBLEM I 2 
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o. coo _.::, 
O.C00-11 
o. o~:1o -:·o 
PAGE I 9 
tl\' 
1 ~~. '?20 -3~)76 
16.::::50 -161 
11.7"\0 10::.1. 
0.000 ~9 7.730 9958.940 -1263.9SO 
o.>:h)O ·W 1.1'30 1:c::.7o .. ~c,o t:.:t:::.·;.sc 




-21 . -. -.!.-:· 
0. 000 -:::·? 
0 • ,:1 ·=1 ·=1- 1 ~· :: 




0. 000 -) ,,1 
o. o~~i(1 -~~·~5 
~). OC10 -'57 
0. (1(1(1 - 11:; 
.~~~~o 




1 o:::~:;:::. sc1o 734. i :;:::: 
~ 74.350 26~4.870 
' 23.530 2530.9°0 
5 76.950 2564.500 
.lS -11 33.300 648.951 
.GO -::1 70.808 -6~3.~51 
.13 -1 26.540 4576.~00 
.6U -21 70.800 648.928 
.16 -11 33.300 -648.988 
.13 -1 26.540 -4576.83J 
0.000-123 .20 ' 23.530 -~ 31.000 
0.000 -29 .91 -5 74.350 _, ;4.870 
0.800 3 .16 5 76.950 - 64.510 
0. ~:10•) -1 ·:~ 
0.:)(1(:1 -21 
0 • .JOU -t~:; 
0 .• :; (.1 C1 ·;:: 1 
0. OC10 1 4 
(;. ~=1(1U -.3 
0.000 11 
(1 ~ ~:ieo ~::o 
0. 000 -4,; 
0. ~=j 0 -5(' 
o. 0 0 :::.) 
(i.~J ~) -,·{ 
c; :~1 
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49.542 -? S4.S ~ 
10 ~~~:::. ~5(1(1 .~.4 £ 1 
10 ?5.400 - 25.8 2 
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- 1 6 1 : ~=l ~-- 7 
-~:0?6. :::?~J 
161. en::: 
-! 61 . 0:::::: 
- :::: 0 ~:~ ~; ~ ::: :; ~) 
-16.;.1. :::oo 
-::::s.:.~;::. 1:::e 
261 .760 -3105.258 
145 .910 -2084.6~0 
312 .110 -982.034 
~~ .6 4 -508.55~ 
1 50 . 5 0 2 4 -c· S . 1 4 0 
158 . ' 0 208~ 670 
75 .6 0 902.025 
J2 .1 8 3105.2~8 
-212 .4 0 
405 .::: 0 
-L.t;; -. 0 
4 5 • ::: 0 
·- 2 . 4 1'1 
-1 t::• .2 IJ 




' :~ '~i ~~1 
• 1 :'; .::: 
5 .6 0 _Q .035 
~ . ' 0 -2U .670 
2.1 :::-::::1 .26C 
5 .6 4 5 ~54 
3::: .1 0 -5 ,554 
o . s >.:1 -24 . 1 :;o 
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OUTPUI PAGE ti 11 
EXAMPLE PPOBLEM # 2 
SQUARE F'LHTE • • • BEHD ItlC 31 F'E:3S E::f!tlFLE 
ELH1Et-:T tWDE ::;TF:E~;SES, Uti I r·:.:o I t1CHE:C; 
ELEI'l# LC# JtH 
67 1 44 (1. 
~ . .., 1), .:;.t 
4"":' •J (1. 
68 45 (l. 
~:::: (l. 
44 (l. 
69 46 o. 
::::9 (1. 
45 o. 
70 39 (1. 
46 o. 
47 (1. 
71 40 o. 
47 o. 
4C• .... (1, 
72 41 (1, 
4.-. 
·=· (1. 49 (1. 
REACT I Otl:3 AT SUPPORTS 
JOitH LC p'! " 
0.000 
2 (1, 000 
3 0.000 
4 (1, (100 
5 0. 001:1 
6 (1.(100 
7 o. 0(1>) 
8 0.000 
9 0. (11)0 











































0. (11) 1~1 
:::: u:: 




'3 6 471 
17 ::: 7~0 
1 5 4.::2 
50 5 
24::: 1 
o.ooo 10595.400 3178.680 -229.802 
0.000 888.40~ -330.799 . 3748.520 
0.000 4912.070 1473.640 229.802 
0.000 13570.20( 4071.140 -:263.~60 
0.000 1652.S50 -2790.270 1263.960 
0.000 9958.S40 2987.730 1263.960 
o.oco 1652.650 -2790.270 -1263.960 
0.000 13570.~0J 4071.140 1263.~60 
0.000 9958.940 2987.730 -1263.960 
0.000 888.403 -330.799 -3748,5~0 
0.000 10595.400 3178.680 229.~02 
0.000 4912.070 1473.640 -229.302 
0.000 1507~560 1753.770 -249 . '50 
0.000 :::1::::::.170 
0. 000 ::::51. t:t:j'"' 
F'OI_If·IDS 
956.471 -50 .554 
105.482 50 .554 
F'Y PZ 1·1>: t·l't' 
0. 0 0 0 7 11 • 1 .2 4 -4 9 1 5 . 3 :: >' 4 '3 1 !'5. ::A 0 
0.000 -14.28.410 -20006.304 26981.260 
0.000 -9543.300 -33713.830 88961.300 
0.000 -3767.680 0.000 116715.000 0.000 
0.000 
0.000 -142~.410 20006.304 26981.260 
0.000 711.124 4915.330 4915.340 0.000 
0.000 0.005 0.066 -0.080 
o.ooo o.ooo o.o~c o.o3o 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.0~8 0.080 0.000 
46 
OUTF'Ui PAGE # 12 
E::{At!PL E F·F:OELEfl # 2 
St):._lfjP.[ p;_;nE • . • BEtlD I tlG ::;if:;E ;;::; E>:m·1F'LE 
REACTIONS AT SUPPORTS UtHTS: HlCHE~; PO!JtlltS 
JO I tH LC P:< PY PZ HX MY r
,,.,. 
·~ 
12 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.010 0.030 
13 0.000 (1.000 0.005 -0.066 -0.080 1).(10>) 
14 0.000 0.300 -1428.410 26381.280 20006.313 o.eoo 
15 (1, 000 0.000 -9543.290 -88961.300 33713.740 (1, 000 
16 (1.1)00 0.000 -0.007 0.070 -0.020 0.000 
17 (1.000 0.000 0.006 O.OOG -0.010 0.000 
F' 0.000 '-' 0.000 0.060 o.ooo -(1.100 0.000 
19 0.000 0.000 0.006 (1,(100 0.090 0.000 
20 (1, 000 0.000 -0.007 -0.070 -0.020 0.000 
21 0.000 0.000 -9543.230 88961.300 33713.740 I). ;C100 
22 0. (1(H) o.ooo -3767.680-116715.000 (1,(100 0.000 
2~. .;. 0.000 o.ooo 0.020 -0.060 0.000 (1, 000 
24 (1, 1)00 0.000 0.040 0.080 0.000 
25 0. (1(H) 0.000 -0.400 0.000 0.000 
26 o. (1(1(1 0.000 0.040 -0.080 0.000 
27 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.060 0.000 
2~: o.ooo (1, 000 -3767. 6:::0 116715. 000 0. 000 
29 o.ooo 0.000 -9543.290 -88961.300 -33713.740 (1. 000 
30 0.000 0.00~ -0.007 0.070 0.020 (1.000 
31 (1,(1(1(1 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.010 
·:. ·:· ·-· '- 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.000 0.100 
.-, ..... 
.,;. •. J (1. 1)()0 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.010 
34 0.000 0.000 -0.007 -0.070 0.020 
')C' 
·-•·J 0.000 0.000 -9543.290 88961.300 -33713.740 0.000 
36 0.000 0.000 -1428.410 -26981.280 -·20006.313 0.000 
:::7 (1, 000 0.000 0.005 0.066 0.080 
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OUTPUT PAGE # 1:3 
EX8MPLE PPOBLtM # 2 
SOU ARE PLATE • • • E:EfJD ItlG :::TFE3S E:,:Ar'lF'LE 
REACTIOt1::0: AT SUPPORTS UtHTS: ItlCHE::. FOUtlit::: 
JOIIIT LC P'·' ,.. P'r' PZ Wr' ~1Z 
.., ... (1.1)01) '-''-' (1.010 -(1, o::::o 0.000 
:;:9 (1.000 (1, 000 -0. o:::o C<, 0(1(1 
4(1 o.ooo (1.000 0.000 -0.010 -I). 0:30' 
41 (1.0(10 (1.000 0.005 -0.066 I) • 0:::0 0.000 
42 (1.000 (1.000 -1428.410 26981.280 -20006.313 0.000 
4:0 (1, (1(Hj •' (1.000 711.124 -4915.330 -4915.340 
0. (1(10 
44 (1.000 (1.000 -1428.410 -28006.30J -26981.260 
45 (1.000 (1.000 -9543.300 -33713.830 -88961.300 .0. 000 
46 (1, 000 (1.000 -3767.680 (1.000-116715.000 (1, 000 
47 0.000 0.000 -954j.31)0 :33713.830 -88961.300 
48 o.m:w o.ooo -1428.410 28006.30J -26981.260 0.000 
49 0.000 1).000 711.124 4915.330 -4915.340 0.000 
SUM OF ALL REACTIONS 
0.000 0.000-100000.008 0.000 0. 100 (1. 000 
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0.00(1 0 000 2.3. 72~.:: 
0.000 (1.000 33q8.551 1059.523 -466.198 
0 (1(1(1 97~4.3~4 3013.065 -742.348 
0.000 o.ooo 12343.341 3403.114 0.084 
(1. 000 0.000 3724.844 3013.065 742.341 
(1, 000 0 000 3348.551 1059.523 465.194 
(1, (H)(1 0 000 23.726 23.726 -516.049 
0. (1>)0 0.000 1059.524 3348.551 -466.198 
0 000 1908.582 1908.581 -2551 499 
0 000 3109.649 -105.226 -2916.281 
0.000 3340.464 -1479.554 -0.004 
0.000 0 000 3109.645 -105.226 291o.275 
0 000 1908.582 1908.581 2551 491 
(1. (1(1(1 0 000 1059.524 3348.551 466 192 
0.000 0 000 3013.066 9724 844 -742 348 
0 000 -105.227 3109.649 -29~6 281 
0.000 0 000 -3647.711 -3647.714 -3946 675 
(1, 000 0 000 -4792.481 -9951 325 -8.002 
O.~iOO 0 000 -3647 711 -3647 714 3946 674 
0.000 0 000 -105.227 3109.649 2916 278 
0.000 0 000 3813~06G 9724 844 r4~ 340 
0 OAO 3403.123 12843.339 0.004 
0.000 0.000 -!47q 552 3340.467 -0 004 
0.000 (1.000 -~351 322 -4792.487 -0.001 
0. (1(h) 0 000 -21-61 b(~ -21761 678 0 015 
0.000 0 000 -9951 322 -4792.487 -8.001 
0.000 0 000 -14'Q 552 3348.467 -~ 004 
0.000 0.000 ;40~.1~~ 12843.339 0.004 
0 000 ~~1~ 06~ 9724 844 742 ;40 
49 
A\IEF:AGE UHT r·lOt1HlTS AT JO I tlT·:. Utl I TS. • I tl LE:/ I tl 
JNT LC# NX tlY N>:Y ~~~< ~lY I·!X'i 
30 Q.OJO 0. (nJO 0.000 -105.227 3109.649 291E.278 
31 0.(1(1(1 (1, t:1·)0 o.ooo -3647.711 -3647.714 3946.674 
........ 
....... .:. (1, (1(HJ 0.00(1 0.000 -4792.481 -9951.325 -0.002 
33 (1.000 0. 0·30 0.000 -3647.711 -3647.714 -3946.675 
34 0.000 (1.000 0.000 -105.227 3109.649 -2916.281 
35 (1.~JOO (1, 000 0.000 3013.066 9724.844 -742.348 
36 (1. 000 0.(100 0.000 1059.524 3348.551 466.193 
37 (1, 000 0.000 (1.000 1908.582 1908.581 2551.491 
38 o.ooo 0.000 (1.000 3109.649 -105.226 2916.275 
39 o. (1(1(1 0.000 0.000 3340.464 -1479.554 -0.004 
40 o.ooo (1, 000 0.000 3109.649 -105.226 -2916.281 
41 0.000 (1. (1>)0 0.000 1908.582 1908.581 -2551.499 
42 (1, (10(1 (1,i)0(1 0.000 1059.524 3348.551 -466.198 
43 (1, 00(1 (1, (1(1(1 0.000 23.726 23.726 -5:5.049 
44 o.ooo (1. 0~)0 0.000 3348.551 1059.523 466.194 
45' (1, (I(HJ 0.000 o.ooo 9724.844 3013.065 742.341 
46 (1.000 0.000 (1.000 12843.341 3403.114 0.084 
47 0.000 0.000 o.eoo Q724.844 3013.065 -742. ;q9 
48 (1.000 0.000 0.000 3348.551 1059.523 -466.1~8 
49 o. (1(1(1 0.000 0.000 23.726 23.726 51C.050 
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3 
TRifHJCULflF: F'LATE ••• F'LRtlE STF:E:::::; E::AI'1PLE 


























.. l. 597 
4. :~·3? 
13 628.950 -5.192 
28 628.950 -5.192 
29 628.950 -5.192 
14 869.582 -28.957 
29 869.582 -28.957 
30 869.582 -28.957 
15 1152.0SO -65.031 
30 1152.050. -65.031 
31 1152.050 -65.031 
32 -822.135 -181.338 
18 -822.135 -181.338 
17 -822.135 -181.338 
33 -795.123 -143.179 
19 -795.123 -14:::.17·::< 
18 -7'35. 123 -14::. 17'3 
34 -727.648 -110.122 
20 -727.64:.=: -110.122 
19 -727.648 -110.122 
35 -627.497 -79.839 
21 -627.497 -79.839 
20 -627.497 -79.839 
36 -499.910 -50.888 
22 -499.910 -50.828 
21 -499.910 -50.888 
37 -348.678 -22.645 
23 -348.6/8 -22.645 
22 -348.678 -22.645 
24 -17~.657 
23 -176.657 
·:;. 13. '? ·:· 
5 13.9 :· 
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EXAMPLE PP08LEM # 3 
TF:IAtlCULFIF F'L~iTE ••• PLAtlE ~:n::E% E::nt·iF'LE 
























































•. _1._1 . .:• 
C"~ -. • -' ._1.:· 
t.:." t:'" -, . ·-'·-··.:· 




-2~J--~. 0 ") 
-2•:14. 0 :· 
<>:14. 0 2 
-1:3'3. 5 ·:· 
-1:~:'?. 5 ;:~ 
-1 :=:9. 5 2 
-~::::44. 4 ::: 
-·3~-l4 • .:1 :::: 
-:~:4~t.4 ::: 
20 -725.640 -103.427 -241.~ 
34 -725.640 -103.427 -241.4 
35 -725.640 -103.427 -241.4 
21 -627. 7'3 
~:5 -627. 79 
36 -627. 79 
22 -5o::::. ·?·~ 
36 -503. 9'~ 
37 -503. ·::~'3 
23 -~:57. '33 
37 -357. 33 
38 -::::57. 3J 
24 -191. 11 
3::: -191. 11 




-80.781 -2 0.0 2 
-80.781 0.0 ° 
-80.781 ~ 0.0 2 
-1 3. ::: 
-6:3.::::51 -1 :=:. :: 
-t..:::. :::51 -1 _, ,_ ·-'. '-' 
-52. 1 :: -1 2. ~:: 
-52. 1 :=: -1 :. :0 
-52.1 ::=: -1 2. 2 
-:+5. 
<00 -·"1'·-·. 
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t:· --1 5. 1 
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EXAMPLE PROBLtM # 3 
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ELH!EtT tlODE STF:Es:;ES• UtliE;= ItlCHE·:; POUtJD·:. 
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48 -6'3:::. 6~~2 
:35 -6'3:3. 672 
34 -698.6?2 
4q -560.745 
36 -:~6~]. 745 
35 -56~). ?45 
50 -401.t.15 
::::7 -401. 61 :; 
36 -401.E.15 
51 -2 ;:.6 :· 
37 -2 3.6 2 
::::8 
9.0 q 
- 9.0 '? 
- '3.0 '3 
• 4 1 
. 4 1 
• 4 1 
-4'3. 1 '?7 
-4':?. 1 '3? 
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1. :::37 
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-6(1,672 -346, {C 
--:::=:. 1 'o'7 





- 1 1 • '3 '3 5 - •j 0 ~ 2 6 
-11. '?'35 - '?0. 26 
::::. 145 - t·{. 2:::: 
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0. 0 ,,, 
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0 . ~~~ ("l 
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0. c ~"\ 
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E:x:A1'1PL E F'f::OE:l.Etl i1 3 
TRIAtKUl.A~: PLATE ••• r·t.ArJE ·;TPE::.:; E::tir·1PLE 
F'OUtJ;:I :: 





13.~:p::7 -2 4.9~· .. ':{ 
1 ::: . 4 ::: 7 - 2 4 . ':" ;" :; 
1::0:.4::.7 _·:· 4.'?7'3 














55 625. 5~:~: 
42 625. 5:.::~:: 




57 10.:::::. :::r:o 
44 106:::.:::60 
43 106t:. :::(.(1 
5::: 125•3.0~'0 
45 125'3 I 07'0 
44 125'3. (1;-'0 
33 -'302.400 
46 -'?02.400 
4 7 -'?02. 4>:<0 
:34 -:::20. 0 1:::: 
47 -:::20.013 
48 -:::2(1. 013 
35 -70'?. 1 '? 
4B -70'?. 1'3 
4'? -709. 1':'4 
G. S7'3 -2(12. 350 
t.. :::7'3 -202. ~:50 
6. :::7·? -202. :::::~o 
-:::. '0174 ··174. ·:!11 
-:: .. '374 -174.'0111 













-1 2. 162 
-1 2. lt.:C: 
-1 2.162 
-J62. 








36 -575. 2'? -1 '?.2 8 -1Q5, 
4•3 -575. 29 -1 J.:.:: ::; -1·~~:~. 




:::7 -41 '?. 10 
50 -419. 10 

















- 3. ::. 
- : 1 .3 2 
- ::~. 3 -, 
- 5. 3 -:· 
::' 0 ~· 
:~. 0 ( 







































































































~=l _ :~·a (i 
(1 • ~) ~j ~~~ 
0 1 ~.:.j 0 ~~~: 
0 ~ C1 Cl ~J 




(i- ~~i .. ) 0 
(1 c C L_i l.~1 
o. o~~1o 
o, Ot~.n 
o ~ C1 ~~-o 
0 ~ Ci ~~~ ~J 
c; . ~~,~~in 
(' ~~ '~1l:l 
~: ~ (i ~-: ~=! 
~~ ~ Ci .~l (i 
~: ~ ~~~ ,-; 0 
o .. -·.uu 
o .. J ,-. cr 
•::. ·= lCJ 
(·; l_l! 
o. u' 








EXAMPLE PROBLEM # 3 
TRIANGULAR PLATE ... PLANE STRESS EXAMPLE 
ELEt-1# LC# JtlT 















































5'~ 1. :::66 
~~591. :::66 

































Sf:. 4 9 
tl'/ 





























- :::. 19 
1 '? 
19 
- ·:::. - ._, -·. 
1. 5 









.;:: • 1 ·:'< 
63. 1 ·:1 
:::::::. 46 
- ·::::::. 46 


















-215 • ...l.4 
-215. 44 
-1 1. 0 
-1 1. 0 





















0 ~ C1 0i~i 
0. OlH.i 
0. 00~) 





0. (I -, 
0' (i •=1 
0. (1 ~~1 
0. 0 .:1 
0. ~:1 -
0 ~ ~~1 ~~~ 
0. ·=' 
0. ~-' 
0. (1 ;_: 
0. ~) 
0. (' 
























0 . ~~1 ~] 0 






















(1 ~ ~jr_:1o 
o u .. :10 
~=i ~ ~~1 ( 1 0 
0 a (ll:l.J 
o oo::; 
(.l' (10~:::1 
~:~ , ~~~ !:1 Ci 
t .-~ 
~=~ ·. 11 





EXfH!F'L E PF:C:8LU1 # 3 
H:IRHCULriF: F'UHE ••• FLFitiE :::TRE:::: E::Ar'1PLE 
ELH!Ii LC# JtH 


















~..., ·- { 
47 
59 



















































-4 7 172 

























:::7 115 -113 74 
:::7 115 -11 :: 74 





... t• 1 
761. 
761 
-11 f, 07 
-1h· •j7 
-116 07 
-1 1 :· 
-1 1 ~ 












-:::::: t· 10 
-::::: 610 
-::::::: 610 
-3?5 1 '36 
-:37:; 196 
-:~:?5 1 '36 
-303 120 






-1 ::::;:. 430 
-1 :::3 4::::::; 
-132 453 
-132 453 
- L:2 45:::: 


































































































o o c~ ~~i 
0 (10C~ 
0 000 
(1 e ~) ~~i 
(i oo~~1 






~~I ~j ~=1-=1 
0 OOC1 
0 ;,~;(; 
0 C: i =1 




EXAMPLE PPOBLEM # 3 
TRimlC:ULRF: PLATE ••• PLAtlE :;:-:TE~.::: E::At·1F'LE 
ELH1HT tlODE :::TF:E~:'3ES' UtHT3= ItlCi-iES 
ELEt·l# LC# JtH w; Wr' 
776 11)4 1 57 985.551 -133 513 
985 551 -133 513 















































77 249 :::6::: 
66 249 :::6::: 
6~~ 24'3. :::6::: 
7::: 4:::5 460 
t;., 4:::5 460 
66 4:::5 460 
79 724 200 
6::: 724 200 
t:•{ 724 200 
:::o 963 041 
6':'1 '363 041 
.:.::: ·~63 041 
:::1 11 '3 0 
70 11 '3 D 
69 11 ·;< 0 
60 -·;< :::: 0 
71 -'j 3 0 
72 -9 ·::: 0 
-2:::o 217 
-230 ·:· 1,. 
-230 217 
-1 :::o 6~~16 
-1 :::~~) 606 




-1 0'3 ::::::4 





- 2 7'?9 
•. { 6 





-4::C1 4 7::< 






-316 1 :::o 
-266 3'?::: 
-266 :::·?::: 
4 '"'19 -:::-:;::o 771 
4 '? 1 9 - 2 2 0 7 7 1 
4 919 -22t1 771 
·:· 59 4 -· 1 ~' '3 2::::·;< 
2 5 ?4 -1 7'3 .2J·:~ 
2 5'?4 -1 ?9 239 
4 14::: -1.:.12 2'?~.., 
..J 14::: - H2 2·:;.~' 
4 14::: -142 2'?7 
12 -111335 
1:' -111:::35 









t·l t'l''f t·i 
o. (1(1 o. 000 o. 0 
0 . o.:1 o. •:100 0. lCl 
o. (10 o. 000 0. 0 
0. (11)0 o. oo~~~ 0. 000 
0. o~J ~) o. (1 'J (1 0. ·:.::tO 
o. ~)00 o. 000 (). ~=1 0 ~=~ 
0. Oi.:H) o. 000 o. C100 
0. OC1lJ o. 1)(1(1 ') e )0 
0. OCg) o. 0•2'0 o. C1j~) 
o. (100 o. 000 i":'' .:1C:O .._, ~ 
o. o~:1o 0 1)(1(i ;:, . ,:,,:>0 
(1, 1).)(1 o. 000 0. ~:10C1 
0. 000 I) • 000 o. 0~.10 
o. (10~-1 o. 000 o. >.:ii:.'lC1 
o. 00(1 o. 000 0. 0~)0 
0. 000 0 000 o. o:::o 
0. 000 o. 000 0 t=1 (l ~~1 
o. 00(; o. 000 o. 0•=1(1 
o. I_H) o. 000 (l e~~ o 
o. (11) o. 000 (1, ~i .. :1 Cl 
0. 00 o. 000 0 ~.:.1 ~3 0 
0. 00 o. 000 ,,1. co~J 
1). 0':1 o. 000 0. ~-:: ~1(1 
0. 00 0 000 0 o c~ ~) 
0. 00 o. 000 c~ ~~~ u !=i 
o. (iL=1 o. 1)(1(1 (j. ~=1 ~:~iO 
o. o;:1 (1. 000 ~J. ~=! ~=j ~~1 
1). OD •:1. 000 0 .JOO 
•J. 00 o. 0(10 (1 Ci l ~~ .-~1 
0. 00 o. (11)0 13. (HCij 
0. 00 o. 000 [i ~ Ot~iO 
1). (10 o . OCHJ '). Ot)tj 
o. 00 (1. 000 ~~. OO,J 
0. 00 (1. 000 ~~1 ~~ 0 
0. 00 o. ~=1 0 C1 o. ·-·l" 0 
0. (10 (1. 000 o. •J 0 
'). 00 (1. 0 0 o. ,-, 0 ·-· 
o. I) ~:1 o. (1 0 0. c 0 
0. 0•:.1 o. 0 0 (1. u 0 
OUTPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM I 3 
TRIAtJC.ULAF: F'LHTE ••• PLAtlE STRE·::·:: E::AHPLE 
ELEflEt· T tlODE STF:E"::::.C:S, Utl IT:::= I tlCHE:3 POUtJit·3 
ELEt-11 LC# JNT NX NY NXY 














72 . -797.232 -204.013 -~ .068 









































.-,.-,c .-,""':" .• 
-~"'"-·-·· .,:.,· "T 
-617.020 -1 7t3' 32::: -225. :::?4 
-617.020 -176.32::: 
-423. 114 -155.70::: -160.000 
-423.114 -1 ~15. 70::: -1 reO. 0•=1i) 
-423.114 -155.70::: -160.000 
-216.224 -141.760 -100.602 
-216.224. -141.760 -100.602 

























-:=: 4. 9 
-:;: 4. 9 



















-1 1 62 
-1 1 62 
-1 1 .62 
-1 "' -'· (4 
-1 "' 14 -'• 
-1 " 14 ._1. 
-1 6 0 
-1 6. 0 
















- :::6. Sl 
- :::t~. •C.1 




-4 9. 2 
-4 '? ·:· 





PAGE # 1 (1 
~1 t1'r' f•1 
0. 0 o. o.:•o 0. (~ 
0. (1 o. ~=i ~=1 0 (i. >) 
>). 0 o. 000 ·:1. 0 
0. 000 o. (H)(1 ·=' OC10 
0 0>30 o. 000 0. 0•=1(1 
0. 000 o. 000 t.l. o·:,o 
o. 000 0 000 0. c1o~:1 
0. 000 o. 000 0. (1 ~~~ :) 
0. OOC1 o. C•CO 0. (i>: ) 
o. 000 o. 000 o. 0(1(1 
0. 00:10 (1. 0 ~)(1 0. 1.)(~0 
0. 000 o. 000 •=I • 000 
(1, 000 o. 000 ~~. f1(t>~1 
0. 000 o. 000 I] c j(1 
0. 000 (1. 000 ~J,. ~.:.i DO 
o. 000 o. 000 (1 .'1:-! ~=~ ~J 
0. 000 o. (iOO 0 ·~ =; ~~i 
(1, O:C10 (1, 000 ~: L ·: ''i ~ ·i 
0. (100 0 000 _:-. ~:. . ,~l ~-: 
0. 000 o. 000 -J ~ ~~' ~-· ·.~. 
0. (1[10 o. 000 - o~~ioJ j~: 
0. 00 o. (10>:1 ~ ... ._, ~-::1 ,~-. 
0. 00 o. 000 ~-~ ~:: ~- .. -' 
0. 00 o. 000 .::-1,. ~ :l ~.:.: -
0. 00 (1. oo~:1 ·:·. (11 ., 
0. 00 o. 000 ~J : _; ':.' 1:"' 
0. 00 o. 00>:1 c. 0 ~-, ~--
0. 0>:1 o. 000 - C· ~ ,_ 
0. ·=,·=1 o. 000 ~.:.· -:· 
o. ou o. (100 ·:.i ~~·I ,. 
0. OJ o. 000 ~j ! ;• -;· -
0. 00 o. 00•) (! ~~~ 1;.-
0. O•:t o. 000 •:' ~:1 
0. 00 o. 000 ( ._.. '.J 
0. cio o. 000 - ~=;, :,_1 ~~ ~ -
0. (tl) o. 000 ·- 0 1-~~ !_1 
0. 00 0 000 i.l-~1 ·~: 
0. 00 o. 000 o· 
0. 00 o. 000 o·>-' 
OUTPUT 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM I 3 
TRIAHCULAP PLATE ••• F'LAtjE :::n::c::~: n:At·1PLE 





















87 151 379 
77 151 379 




E:9 660 23'3 
7';t 660. 23'? 
7i:: 66(1. 23'3 





80 11:::6. 520 
72 -'355. 262 
82 _.,55. 262 
8:3 -955.262 
73 -76(1.::::::7 
83 -76(1, ::::::7 
84 -76(1. ::::::? 
74 -554.347 
84 -:·54. 34 7 
:35 -554. :34 7 
75 -335. 4:3~: 
85 -3:35. 4;::~: 














~::::4. ::: 0 
3:::4. ::: 0 





-:3'3. 01 :• 
















-20:::. 11 '? 
-20:::. 11 '? 






















I 4 :~:(1 
.'EO 
-242. 1 o::: 

















-27'3 . .::"?7 
-279.2?7 
-279.277 
-1 '39. :::5::~ 
- 1 '3 '? • ::: '="' ~:: 
-1 ·::.9. ::::12 
-127.1'30 








































(1 • ~~~~ ·~~:~ ~~·, 
O.(iO~~J 
o. 0 :_: 




0. (1 ,_ 


































0 ~~~ 0 
0 ~~j e 
~:1 U~.:J 
0 tHCi 




0. 0 0 
0. ~J :) 










0 ~ (100 
('. c,,:ro 
0, i::r.::c 
Cr ~~ie:: ,) 
o -, O·~·.o 
l:" c~.j(1 
>o<, C1 :10 
·~· ~ ~~· ":.: ~:l 
C:" C<1~~l 
~-· ~. ; 
~~; . : , '--! 




EXAMPLE PPOBLEM # 3 
TI<:IAtKULAF: PLATE ••• PLAtlE '3TFE:3::; E::FH·!PLE 











1 c:-~. ._ . .;, 
154, 









:::o :::99 610 
90 :::·;!•;! 61 (1 
91 :::99 610 
92 -'?:31 :357 
s:=: -931 357 
82 -·~Jl 357 
93 -709 77::: 
:::4 -709 77::: 
~n -709 77::: 
94 -474 562 
E:5 -474 562 
84 -474 562 
'35 -C~26 1 (10 
E:6 -226.100 
:::5 -226 100 
:::7 :34 633 
€!6 34 6:::::;: 
97 306 24::: 
:::::: 306 24::: 
:::7 306 24::: 
'3::: 5:::7 120 
:::9 s:::7 120 
:::::: s:::7 120 
99 :::75 567 
90 :::75.567 
:::9 :::75 567 
100 1170 010 
'31 11 70 010 



























-1 (16 7::::2 
-106 7:::2 







































-170 4 ,,, 
-170 4 6 
-1 :::::::: :::: :~ 
-133 ::: 5 
-1:::::::: ::: ~; 
-110 7 4 
-110 7 4 
-110 7 4 
44 7 ·-1 
44 ' 4 












































































0 ~J 0 ~) 


















(i '· ~i~=1 
~) (1 ~:-: (i 
0 ~~~ ~1 ~~1 
D t:!UO 




0 C~\~ Cl 
e l>c'U 
0 0() 




EXAMPLE PPOBLEM # 3 
TR I AtlCIJLAR PLATE ••• PLAtlE ::. TFT::s E>:At·1PLE 


































































































































-1 5 061 
-1 5 061 











11 .-, 2:::7 
11 -. 2:::7 
-5:::7 269 














-1 "?::: -:::-:::: 
-1 '?::: ~· ~: 


































(1 0 ~-~ 








































0 0 0 
(i 0 >) 
0 0 0 
0 0 (I 
0 ·=' •=1 






















EXAMPLE PP08LEM # 3 
TRIAWULAF F-LATE ••• PLAtiE STF'E~::::: E::AHPLE 
ELEt·lEt- T !lODE STRES:::E:;, Uti IT~> I tlCHE:; 
ELH11i LC# JtlT 






















































-59.616 -1 4.877 
-59.616 -1 4.877 





-6~54. 1 t.5 -1 '3'?. ~~6~:; 










479.045 -147. 90 
479.045 -147. 90 
479.045 -147. 90 
':'12.601 -151. (n; 
92.601 -1:;1. 06 
92. 6>:il -151. 06 
55 . 7 '~! 9 -2 1 '3 . 4 6 
5~. ('j'9 -21'?. 46 
:,s. 7'3'3 -21 '?. 46 
72.60'5 -1 4. '?::: 
72. 605 -1 4. :'!:: 



















- 2 1 4 • :: . .:: ::: 
-122.0'::~0 
-122. ~YSO 
- L 0 2. 00:·0 
-40.092 
-40. (1·32 
-40 ,(i 32 





~:: . ·:: ::: 
2. .::·::: 
2. -~.::: 
-5 :~:. 70 
-5 :~:. 70 
-5 3. 70 
-4 0. 27 
-4 C1. ~ ,-































0 . ~~i t=1 ~-~~ 
0. cc'iJ 
0, C-~.:; __ , 
0. ,_:;;;,; 
0. (; ·="'· i o.oun 





~) • !=i ~-·. 
(i. ;j,_, 
~). ~:·j i 
0. ,-h~l 
0. .ii~l 
(i • .i 
(l, ,_, 
0. 
PAGE # 14 
t·1Y 
0. CiOO 
0. ~j l:10 
o. ~)~=to 


































(1 • .;,:; j 
~:I ~=1 C1 ,·i 




Ci 11 (:L)i~1 
0. c::,o 
0 ~ (1;.::1-.:i 
~~~ . ~j i~l !~1 
o. c~~1o 
(i • ''· -) ;:; 
C• ~ 0 .:1.~1 
C' .. ~]o~:! 
~~; ~ ~) 1.::1 ~~! 
(! • (1 ;.~ -
0. ~)-=1.::.' 
>j. ,_, .-· .• : 
~J, (1Lj1) 
,:; . (H::.~, 
~:1 . ~~~ Ci ~-~ 
(i • (! ·~; l:~ 
0. ~J~:~,-~ 
>:1. 0' .. · ..·. 
1:1 . 0 ~=1 ~~! 
S:i 00 17' 
c. (1'''' 
~j. (1 CH~i 
63 
OUTPUT 
E::fit'1PLE FF'OE:LEt·1 # :3 
TF:IAtKULAF: PLATE ••• F'U1tlE STF:ES'3 E::At·1PLE 
POIJtlll :. 

















- :::.600 -1 .-, ..... ,-, • .:· ( ·=· 






















-~577. ::::~: 1 







- 7 l .. to 
- 7 140 
- 7. 140 
-, 4. 923 
4 '323 
-2 4.92::: 
-1 :· 217 
-1 ,::_. :?: 17 
-1 :· 21? 
- 1 '3 6 -1::': 
-1 '0< 6~::: 
-1 '3 64::: 
-1 6.366 
-1 6.:::~r::: 




369.6'32 -1 1 622 
:>.::9. 6'::<2 -1 1 62:":: 
369.692 -1 1 622 





1~)9 -796. H:: 
117 -46:::.53 

















-1 4 7:::9 
-1 4. -;:-':::9 
-1 4. 7:::·;! 
-2 6. 5~~::: 
-1 '0< 432 
-1 ·::. ·H2 
-1 ·::. 432 
-1 1 4F' 
-1 1 412 
























































0 ( I 0 ~-~ 





(1 (1 C1 
0 0 C1 
0 0 (i 
0 0 -I -
(i 1.:1 0 
0 (1 u 
0 0 I ' 
0 0 (1 
0 (1 c ' 
0 0 (i 
0 (1 (~ 
0 ~~I ~..~ 
0 u ··~ 
0 0 ~ j 





Pt1GE # 15 
t-1'/ t"' I 
0 000 0 j ~) 
0 (iOD <J (1 J.:.' 
0 000 0 u ,-. _, 
0 000 0 (1(i(l 
0 (100 0 ~=~ ~ ~1 
0 ClOD 0 o~:l(1 
0 . 000 l"1 lj (~ ~=· 
0 000 0 0(10 
0 •c1CH) 0 1~, -=l (1 
0 000 0 ~=· ~~- ~~1 
0 000 c (10tj 
0 or1o (1 OC!(1 
0 >)00 ~::1 O>:Lc) 
0 t)::10 •:: OC:C~ 
0 ;.:,oo (' () c ~=1 
•::1 ODO ~-~ ' 
-
•. I ~ 1 
0 oco C1 ~ -' -. -
0 000 0 
,,, :,u 
0 JOO 0 l=l •::-; 
0 >)00 c '-· ~ ~: i 
u oo•:1 (! (i ~-~~ ~~! 
0 !j~i~] -. ·- ~ 1 ~~~ 0 r=1 ~~-ICi ~j or::-l ·• 
0 ~~~ Ct 0 ~3 ' 
-;, : -
0 c~·~10 (:'~ ~-~ - ) 
>:I ~~~ ~:· ~~-: ~-: (i ,;.·: 
0 !~~ ~=~ c1 0 l~ ;~: 1_~1 
~~~ ~~1 ~~1 (1 ; ._1 ;_:): ~-: 
I' I c:l ~)C1 (l':i.-_; 
0 1:10•.:) 
0 l~1 !J '~·: j . 
0 -. 0 -.1 
0 ~~ ·=1 ~ -' ~-~.~ 
0 j ~-, 
-
' ·'' I 
C1 
-
I 0 I ' : (1 0 >.:1 .. , ,,) 
0 1) 
i =1 0 
~~I c~ 
OUTPUT 
EXAMPL~ PP08LEM # 3 
TF:IAtKULf"tF: PLATE ••• PLRtlE STPE~;::; E::AtiPLE 
ELHI# LC# JtH m; tl'r' 
1"""' 1 121 1047. 400 -55. :3~~5 - 1 1 -·~ 
1 15 104('. ·!00 -55. ~:25 -1 1 
1 14 1(14 7. ·tOO cc .-, -·= -1 1 - .• 1._1. ..; • ..:.: _! 
196 1 10 -7'38. ':'114 -215. 6 ~:·;: -··:. :· .-.) .;.... ·-· ..... 
1 16 -7'3::: I •j 14 -21 c r:. ::: :: -2:~·2. . _1, 
1 1 7 -7·3:::. '?14 --215. 6 ::: ·:: -2::::2. 
197 1 1 1 -476. 2:::·? -1:::5. 26::: -1 13. 
1 1 7' -476. 2::;·3 -1 ,-, t:" 21:~::: - 1 D. •:o._! I 
1 1 0::• -476. 2E'? -1 . -, !;:" 26-:: - 1 1 -·:. ·-· ·=··-'. ·-·. 
1 9::: 1 1 ·:· -1::::1 St.~5 -16~5 I :::·?-3 - 10. '-
1 jO::O ._, -B1 565 -165. 8'33 -1 o. 
1 19 - 1:::1 c: .- t::" ·-· 0::• ._1 - 165. :::•3'3 -10. 




1 1 '3 233. 025 -1 56 6;:.::~: 75. 
120 23:3. 025 - 15t: 6:23 75. 
200 1 1 4 615. 293 -15? 5·l5 1 41 
120 615. 2'3:3 -1 t::-:o "''"" 1 4 1 _I { ._l'-t ._1 
121 615. 2'3:3 -157. 5·-15 14 1 
201 122 -710. 06::: -1::::::. ·:;:.::o c·"' - ._•t·--1. 
1 1 7 -710. 06::: -1 ::::::. 9:::o c::-·-:-c - _tt•--'· 
1 16 -710. 06::: -1::::::. '3::::o -565. 
202 1.-.~. c.-:.· -326. 6'30 -1 40. 3':! 1 -444. 
1 !'=' ·-· -::::26. 690 -1 40. ::::·;:> 1 -444. 
1 1 7 -:32t.. 6'30 - 140. c: '3 1 -444 
2(1:;: 124 79. :::34 -102. :f ~":'-., "1"1' r" -340. 
1 19 7'~. :::::::4 -102. 4 .,.., '' -340. 
1 1:3 79. :::::::4 -102. 477 -34(1. 
204 125 507. '"7 ·:· "? 4. 21::: 
.-.t:" .-, 
' .:...I -.;:_._• . ..:·. 
120 507. ".-,..., 4. 2-1 :=: -253. ' . .:.:.. -
1 1 '3 507. "7·:·"? I 0:.....1 4. 21::: -25:3. 
2(15 126 '?57. 2:::1 4. 955 -1:::6. 
121 95?. 2:::1 4. '3~)5 - 1 ,-, -·=· t:·. 
120 qc-, ... _., .. 2:::1 4. 9:15 -1 ::: t.. 
2(16 1 17 -714. 5:::n -2 4 026 -1 :-'0. 
122 -714. 5:::1 - 2 4 ~=1 ~:· 6 - 1 70. 
12:3 -714. 5:::1 -2 4 0~>::. - 1 ;,o. 
2f17' ,-, •::0 -·:0 :··=· ·-··-··-·. 04 -1 ~)4 -4 
:3 -::::::;::::. 04 -1 ':·4 -4 
4 -3:~::;. 04 - 1 ~H -4 
POUtlD::; 
t·l' ... ••.) 
1o·, I t·l 
::a::t 1 o. 00 
:c:o 1 0. 00 
.::cq 0. 00 
207 0. 000 
207 0. (1(Hc~1 
207 0. oou 
1 '?6 o. 0 ~=1 ~=j 
1 '?6 (1. 000 . '?6 0. (1(1(1 " 
o::::7 0. oon 
(1:~:7 0. 000 
037 o. 000 
4::;3 0 . (100 
4:::::: (1 000 
4:::~: o. 00~) 
740 0 0>:10 
740 0. (100 
740 0. 000 
:~:4 0. (100 
;: ·-+ 0. 0~) ~) 
34 0. OC•O 
44 0. OCiO 
44 0. 000 
44 o. o.:1o 
12 0. ~JOO 
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TPifHICULAF: F'LfiTE ••• f-LAtlE STRE::;:; E:::fir'lPLE 
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-82 073 -306 361 
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-57 436 -217 108 
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OUTPUT PAGE # u:: 
EXAMPLE P~OBLEM # 3 
TRlfit4CULflF: PLATE .•• F'UHlE ::.iRE:;::; E::Af'1PLE 
ELEI'1Et-·T NODE STF:E~:::ES ~ Utl IT:::= I tlCHE·; 
ELEtHi LCt j~JT tl:< tl'r' tJ::: t·1 Wl t·1 'f 
-":•·') 1 1 1 29 89 2:r7 - 1 34 ?02 1 1 1 :::o '- .;_ 0. 00 (1, 000 0. 0 (1 
1 ·""'1·1 8'3 .-,c-, - 1 :~:4 702 1 1 1 ::::o ...:•.:: 0::. ·-'I 0. 00 (1, (1(10 ,:1' (1 0 
1 ~::::: :3'? -, c "7 .::. _, ,. - 1 .-. ~ -::.•'"t 702 1 1 1 :::o o. 00 (1, 000 ·=1. (1 0 
222 1 34 - 1 44 7'30 -et. ::: 5 -::::37 '?~ - 0. oo~-1 o. 000 0. 000 
1 :::2 - 1 44 ?90 -:::6 ::: ~-. ' - :;::::7 96 (1, 00>.-i (1' 000 0. UOIC1 
1 .-, 1 - 1 44 ?' 30 -:::t. J c- - :· ·=·..., ?6 . .:,. ·-' ·-· ._, ' o. ooc~ (1, 000 0~ L:10U 
223 1 . -."' 2'35 6:~:3 -7~~ - -2 4 2 1 . .:, .. _. .. .:: 0. 000 (1, 000 0 . 0 ~~~ ~~1 
1 33 295 6::.:;: - --. .-, 7 ::: - :· 4 ;:~ 1 (.::. - 0. 00~'1 (1, (1 (1(1 0. (1>j·=' 
1 ·:·~ ..... •.:... 295 t:::.3 - -:o--. '3 -.. .::. ' 2 4 2 1 Ci. (1(1(! o. coo 0 (H)O 
224 1 :32 - 1 50 :::4:::: - 1 06 "' ·-' 2 1 e. oeo (1, 000 (1, 000 
1 34 - 15t1 :::.t::: - 1 o::. "' ·-' 2 1 (1, (1 0 ~:1 (1, (1(1(1 ~=~ o~~ D 
1 ""' ·-··-· - 1 :.o 843 - 1 Ci6 5 2 1 0. 000 (1. 00(1 (i o~:1o 
~.-11:'" 
,;;.~--· 1 36 -(1 (1(1(1 -6 1 - 1 9 0. 000 (1, (1 0 l'' ~=10 
1 .-,., .:.·--· -(1 OCB) -6 1 - 1 9 0. 000 o. 0 0 0. •ei>c1 
1 34 -(1 000 -6 1 - 1 '? 0. 000 (t. 0 0 0. ~]0 
68 
cot~sr:::.rm-T ~;TF:E~.s F.:ESULTfttlE AT JOHJE ••• utnr:: .. Iti ~, u::s 
Jm u: # tl>\ N'o' tt<Y 1'1:< ~1'r' 
-739. 614 -250. 502 -3(17 ::::1 t: 0. (100 0. 000 0.000 
2 -725. 127 -213. ·~:22 -:::17. 21 1 0. 000 o. 000 
3 -745. Q ·-c •. to.._l -222. 1 10 -2:::·3 82f.) (1. (10l1 (1. 000 0.000 
4 -707. 614 -212. 1 1 5 -266 709 0. 000 o. 000 
5 -636. -:" c:- r: .. ·-'·-' -1'30. 366 -240 47:.:: 0. 000 o. 000 0.000 
6 -536. 393 -160. 560 -21 "' ·.! 574 o. 000 o. 000 0.000 
7 -410. '3'39 -122. 937 - 1'?3 590 o. 000 o. 000 
8 -264 1 31 -7·:· ::::::5 -175 '3J5 o. 000 o. 000 ' ..... 
9 -98. 001 -29. 000 - lEA. o::: :3 o. 000 o. 000 0.000 
10 86. 022 26. ::::13 -159 60'3 o. 000 o. 000 0.000 
1 1 2E:7. ::Ao r.-, 006 -164 1 10 o. (1(1(1 o. 000 C• ( 
12 509. 719 154. 267 -1::::1 397 (1. 000 o. 000 
13 755. 7:::o .-,. .-, C' .;:.:;:_._1. J63 -20:3 546 o. 000 o. 000 
14 1052. 390 :3:34. ::':49 -281 6:::9 (1, 000 o. 000 
15 140E:. •;<46 349. 561:: -2:::8 4:~6 o. (1;)(1 o. 000 
16 2005. 7'3'3 818. ·:· ?•:• ~I '-' -594 16:3 o. 000 o. 000 0.000 
17 """'') -I·-''- • 713 1 -,.-. - i .::.. 741 -::::61 05::: o. 00>:1 0. 000 
18 -76:::. 447 -152. 131 -335 471 o. 000 o. 000 
19 -744. o:::2 -1 18. 0'36 -2'?7 -, ~ 1::" o. 000 0. 000 I ._1 _t 
20 -6:::3. :::3(1 -95. 564 -262 476 0. 000 0. 000 
21 -59(1. 5?:::: -72. 1 "='"' ·-' ( -2:30 660 o. 000 o. 000 
22 -471 626 -49. ::: •:J::: -202. 02::: 0. 000 o. 000 ~'' ~_1(1(1 
23 -::::29. :::41) -2:::. 041 -1 -,"' 6':!15 o. 000 o. 000 ( ( 
24 -168. 3~53 -7 14:3 -157 '340 0. 000 o. 000 
""' ~ .... · 10. ::::36 1 1 906 -143 25(1 o. 000 o. 000 
26 206. ·~·:·? ":>"" 56::: -1:33 .- --~ o. (11)(1 0. 000 .:....:...1 '-- ( . bt.•( 
27 416. ,-,[:.""~ ·=··-· f "'='~ ~·I • 446 -128 9'39 (1, 000 o. (1 0 ~) 
28 642. 442 :~::::. :::76 -126 720 o. OOC1 0. oco 
29 :38:3. 01 -, 24 ,-, .-. 4 -126 144 0. 000 0 00•'-i ' C•.::. .L 
69 
~I NT LC# N>< tlY tlX'r' t·1:< ~1\' t·J::<Y 
3(1 1 1 21 69:3 -23. 301 -:Oa3 :375 o. (10(1 o. 000 o. OCHI 
31 1423. 1 76 66. 8:34 -155. 5'j2 o. OC10 o. 000 0. coo 
~.--. -87:3. 546 -194. 6~52 -42? S1 1 o. OO>CI o. (1(1(1 ). (1')0 .;;.t;. 
33 -0::43. :::24 -16:;:. :344 -:::7(1 ·::-·:.-::• o. 000 (1. 000 o. (100 
34 -764 . . -.-~ t•t·-=· -1 16. 222 -:::26 :::6'3 o. 000 o. 000 (1. 000 
~.r:: 
.:>..J -661 :346 ,-,C'" -c··-'· .-.c: ·i .,:r._r•T -2:::6 65:3 o. 000 o . 000 0. (1:)(1 
36 -52'3. 964 -59. 4:::2 -254 1 19 (1. 000 (1. (1(1() 0. 0•=1(1 
37 -376. 657 -39. 939 .-,.-·.r:: -;:.:.. ... J J·::~::: o. 000 o. 00>3 (1 (1(10 
38 -20::::. :327 -25. 751 -200 .. --:---. Qf -.:· o. 000 (1. 000 0. 000 
39 -12. 740 -17. 124 -17'3. 001 o. OliO o. (1 (1 (1 o. 00~) 
40 193. o::: 1 -14 487 -159. :392 (1. 000 (1. 000 0. ('H:::10 
41 1 41 1 905 -H:. 105 - 140 979 (1. 000 (1. 000 o. 000 
42 640. t::'" .- .-~·t·t· -29. :::::::6 -1 19 075 0. 000 (1. 000 0. OO(i 
43 874. 126 -45. 7(1:3 -% 860 o. 000 (1. 000 o. 000 
44 1 101 930 -69. 771 -43 s·:)5 (:L 000 o. 000 o. 000 
45 1::::1 1 :::2'3 -:::2. 01 '? -54 :::45 o. 000 o. 000 o. 000 
46 -946. :::74 -220. :~ 2"::' -4'3::: :::6::: o. 000 o. 000 0 000 
47 -::::::2. 61(1 -1:::8. 2:35 -404 622 o. 000 o. 000 - 000 
48 -749. 463 -140. 133 -:353 073 o. ooc, o. 000 (1. 000 
49 -610. 537 -1 o:::. 7 ?3 -2'3':;t :330 0. 00(1 o. 000 o. (100 
513 -447. 32::: -:::4 . . -, c:-.-. . ,: •. _10 -256 :366 0. >C100 o . ~=1 (~ 0 o. 000 
51 -26:::. 104 -6:3. 24! -216 612 0. 000 o. 000 o. 000 
52 -7:3. (152 -59. 26:~ -1 :::o. 720 (1. o ''-'C 0 000 .} . (;00 
"''"' .,J-:J 1::::4. :::69 ""'"' -._t ... 1 01 -1 47 0'?1 0. ~~1 :~ c~ o. 000 (i. ~:) (1 0 




·-' ( 0 • :::71 -70. 3?'3 -·=··:· '-''- 442 (1. 0)0 o. 000 t). ;)00 
56 :::02. (1 t:::: -:::o. '3(16 "'"' -._1,_1 2:::1 0. (100 o. 000 n. oo~) 
57 101:3. 247 -100. ::: ~:: 2 -6. :353 0. o;:1o o. 000 (:. 000 
58 1219. 96::: - :'10. s~::,; -3'3. 4'~6 0. (H)(] o. 000 o. c.oo 
70 
CONS I STAt- T STRESS RESULTRtHS AT JOitHS . UtliTS. . Hl ·.:.~ LE::; 
JilT LC# It: Ill' H>,:'t ~t< ~1'r' 
59 -·?88. 50:3 - .-..-.r, (.40 C' .-. .-. 970 0. 00(' (1. 000 ..:..:·•:0· - .... 1...:··=· • 
60 -894. :306 -209. 0:32 -424. 151 CL 000 (1. 000 
61 -719. 547 -164. :::99 <:66. 14:3 o. (100 (1. 000 
62 -549. 241 -1:35. ~50 1 -301 :::31 (1. 0·)0 (1. 000 
63 -358. 426 -1 12. :362 -247. 698 o. 000 o. 0(1(1 
64 -155. .-.c::-·1 -·~:::. 2:30 -197. 
.-.C"-, o. 000 (1, 000 •:• ... •..:· -;t-_t( 
65 58. -:-,-,,-_ I C•V -90. 376 -151 442 o. (H) (I 0. 000 
66 282. 4'-'"' ·=· ·-· -88. 124 -109. 
:::69 (1. 000 (1. 000 
67 51 1 .963 -91 043 -7(1, ::=::~:9 o. 000 (1. 000 
~o t ...... 744. :::92 -94. 024 -42. 204 o. 000 (1. (100 o. (1(10 
69 971 761 -106. 787 :3. 53'3 (1. (1(1(1 (1. 000 (1,000 
70 1204. 573 ,-,c:::--·=··-'. 098 -46. 015 (1, 000 o. oco 
71 -997. 223 -246. 057 C'C" .----·--•t:·. 65:3 (1, 000 (1. 000 0.000 
72 -::::::3. 509 -219. 602 -427. 422 IJ, 000 (1, 000 
73 -676. 1 19 -179. 2:::5 -363. 516 o. 000 0. 000 
74 -479. :319 -152. 002 -2:3'~. 
C' .-.c::-
· ... •.::. ·-' o. 000 (1. 000 
75 -264. 56::: -130. 53~: -226. 443 o. (10(1 (1. 000 
76 -40. 012 -1 16. 229 -167. :::70 (1, 000 (1. 000 
77 194. 68(1 -107. :~:'35 -1 16. 602 o. 000 (1. 000 
78 436. 297 -104. 069 -70. o:::·:;. o. 1:':100 o. (1 0~) 
79 6:::::3. 645 -101 . 016 -:3';t. 2:::::: o . 000 (J. 000 
80 '?30. :300 -1 10. 229 -=· ..... 374 o. 000 o . 000 
81 1 1:38. (124 -:::2. :::o:3 -5(1. 5(::(1 o. (100 (1. 000 
f:2 -9:::6. 459 -246. 1 >)t: -559. '356 o. 000 o. 000 
8:3 -:::56. :::59 -221 2:::::: - 41::L 639 (1. 000 o. 000 
84 -621 9:37 -1:::2. 7'3::: <:49. 2::o 0. 000 0. >:100 
85 -400. :::25 -156. 655 -267. 61::: (1. 000 o. 000 
86 -160. 151 -1:35. 762 -1'3:3 241 o. 0(1(1 o. 000 
87 8'?. 505 -121 144 -1:36. 1::1 o. 000 o. 000 

























































-:::27. '31 (1 
If-." 
-11'' 576 -81 186 0.00U 
-105.033 -45.319 (1.00(1 
-11? 206 8 630 (1.000 
-80.124 -57 659 (1.000 
-241 515 -556 049 (1.000 
-216.898 -401 611 0.000 
-178.400 -326 982 (1,(100 
-152.848 -238 805 (1.000 
-132.216 -166.552 o.ooo 
-119.191 -100 545 (1.000 
-107.961 -57 188 0.000 
-113.852 6 595 o.ooo 
-78.210 -65 314 0.000 
-234.061 -548.785 
-208.836 -378.460 0. (HJO 
-169.634 -298 542 
-144.373 -205.724 0.000 
-125.896 -128 498 0.000 
-111 025 -74 355 
-115.527 2 532 (1. 000 
-76.596 -74 162 (1.000 
-223.986 -538 899 (1. 000 
-198.390 -348 610 
-158.538 -265.277 o.ooc 
-135.452 -164 000 
-115.312 -98 845 
-117.456 -4 054 0.000 
-75.308 -84 810 
-210.360 -523 378 
71 
o.ooo (1.000 
(1.000 (1. (100 
0.000 0.000 
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-:::11 007 0.000 
-147.271 -220 ::::::2 
-122.740 -129 ::::;::t 0.000 
-119.394 -15 '359 o.ooo 
-74.609 o.ooo 
-499 ::::::7 o.ooo 
-16'3. 77? -25:3 3:::5 o.ooo 
-131.::::::5 -184 510 o.ooo 
-121 147 -:;:4 106 0. (11)1) 
-74.635 -116 11:3 0.000 
-162.336 -449 207 
-14:::. 74:3 -204 451 0.000 
-11:::.76:3 -74 040 o.ooo 
-76.'324 
-124.747 -:~::::5 406 
-114.549 -99 010 
-77. '355 -16'3 373 0. O~JO 
-77.645 -t:::o. 6:::o 
-75.742 -110 :::72 
-45. ':"49 -254 252 
72 
o.ooo 0.000 
0.000 0. OOC1 
0.000 
1).000 I·. (10(1 
0.000 0.000 
(1.000 
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